Remembering You

1. Complete the sentences. Please write clearly.

1. I like __________________________. (Write a noun on the line.)

2. I don’t like __________________________. (Write a noun on the line.)

3. I like to __________________________. (Write a verb on the line.)

4. I don’t like to __________________________. (Write a verb on the line.)

5. I have some bad habits. For example, I __________________________

6. I have some good habits. For example, I __________________________

7. I can teach someone to __________________________

2. Now imagine that it is many, many years from now. Your grandchildren are old, but they remember you well. They will tell their children and grandchildren about you. How will they describe you?

Give this paper to a partner. On the lines below, your partner will rewrite the sentences above in the past tense, beginning each sentence with She or He. (For example: 1. He liked dogs. 2. He didn’t like big cities.) Then your partner will read the new sentences aloud.

1. ___________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________________________
6. ___________________________________________________________________
7. ___________________________________________________________________